Become a Symposium Sponsor

Participating as a CT4A sponsor is an excellent opportunity to showcase your organization and network with researchers, providers, policymakers, family members, students, administrators, and other community members engaged in equity, behavioral health, or social justice.

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

- **$10,000 Platinum Sponsor**
  Includes sponsoring an evening reception, plus a virtual exhibit booth, banner on mobile and web event app, and logo on website and symposium signage

- **$5,000 Gold Sponsor**
  Includes sponsoring a networking breakfast or luncheon, plus a virtual exhibit booth, banner on mobile and web event app, and logo on website and symposium signage

- **$3,000 Silver Sponsor**
  Includes sponsoring a networking break, plus a virtual exhibit booth, banner on mobile and web event app, and logo on website and symposium signage

- **$2,000 Bronze Sponsor**
  Includes a virtual exhibit booth, banner on mobile and web event app, and logo on website and symposium signage

OTHER OPTIONS FOR SUPPORTING THE SYMPOSIUM

- **$1,500 Bag Sponsor**
  Organization logo printed on all bags

- **$1,000 Lanyard Sponsor**
  Organization logo printed on all lanyards

- **$1,000 Exhibit Table & Booth**
  In-person exhibit table and virtual exhibit booth on mobile and web event app

- **$500 Exhibit Table**
  In-person exhibit table dedicated to your organization

- **$250 Partner Exhibit Table**
  In-person exhibit table dedicated to your organization | Price available to current partners of Global Alliance

- **$200 Shared Exhibit Table**
  Materials placed on a shared exhibit table

SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION AT: together4action.org/sponsorships

QUESTIONS? CONTACT:
Cynthia Handrup, DNP, APRN, PMHCNS-BC, FAAN chandrup@uic.edu
Deborah Klein Walker, EdD deb.publichealth@gmail.com